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Corey Madden | Director

Corey Madden is an award-winning writer and director as well as a national leader in the performing and visual arts. Corey has worked on And So We Walked since its inception seven years ago supporting DeLanna Studi’s research and writing, as well as directing the play at the Carthage International Theatre Festival, Portland Center Stage, Triad Stage, Trinity Repertory, Native Voices Theatre, and the Process Series at UNC Chapel Hill. Corey was Associate Artistic Director of the Mark Taper Forum from 1993-2007 where she produced 300 premieres by Robert Lepage, Anthony Minghella, Anna Deavere Smith, Tony Kushner, Lisa Loomer, August Wilson, Luis Alfaro, and many, many others. In 2007 with her late husband, Bruno Louchouarn Corey founded L’Atelier Arts which created multi-disciplinary projects including Sol Path and Rain After Ash commissioned by Fulcrum Arts’ AxS Festival; Tales of the Old West for the Autry Museum; Rock, Paper, Scissors for Childsplay Theatre (Best Production, Arizona Theatre Awards); and Day for Night presented at GLOW in Santa Monica and restaged in Poland for the Transatlantyk Film and Music Festival. Madden is the current Executive Director of the Monterey Museum of Art and the former Executive Director of the Kenan Institute for the Arts. Madden’s newest project Numbered Days will premiere in a podcast produced by The Fountain Theatre in Los Angeles next February.
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John’s credits include Hamlet and Macbeth for the Shakespeare Theatre Company; By the Way, Meet Vera Stark for Alliance Theatre; Romeo and Juliet, Colossal, Les Miserables, Henry IV, Of Mice and Men, and Tartuffe for Dallas Theater Center; Charley’s Aunt for Guthrie Theater; Rough Crossing for the Old Globe; and Hamlet for the Public Theater; as well as designs at Goodspeeds Musicals, Yale Repertory Theatre, Asolo Repertory Theatre, the Olney Theatre Center, Triad Stage, Ford’s Theatre, California Shakespeare Theater, Center Stage, Geva Theatre Center, Portland Center Stage, the Julliard School, and Chautauqua Theater Company, among others. Opera credits include San Francisco Opera, San Diego Opera, Washington National Opera, New York City Opera, Fletcher Opera Theater, Opera Festival of New Jersey, Merola Opera Program, and San Francisco Opera Center. John is the director of scenic design at the University of North Carolina School of the Arts and has an M.F.A. in scenic design from Yale University.
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**Aimee Lynn Phillips | Associate Sound Designer**
Aimee graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree from Brigham Young University-Idaho and a Master of Fine Arts degree from University of North Carolina School of the Arts. She has worked on sound design and audio engineering teams for several theatre companies, including New York Stage and Film, Triad Stage, and the Peppercorn Children’s Theatre. She currently specializes in audio system design and integration for theme parks, museums, and immersive entertainment spaces. “I’m forever grateful to Bruno Louchouarn for not only teaching and mentoring me during grad school but for trusting me to see that his work carried on with *And So We Walked*.”

**Russell Snelling | Tour Production Manager**
An Australian artist with a career continuing over 30 years, Rus has worked as a production, stage, site & tour manager, lighting & set designer, consultant, technical director & fire sculptor with arts organizations, institutions & freelancing on events & installations around the world ranging from intimate theatrical works, shows on and off Broadway in NYC & London’s West End, to large scale indoor & outdoor festivals including the Sydney Olympic Ceremonies, the Melbourne Commonwealth Games Ceremonies & Cultural Festival, Montreal Just for Laughs, Melbourne International Arts Festival, Edinburgh Fringe, Melbourne International Comedy Festival, Vancouver Winter Olympics Cultural Festival, Centennial celebrations, river & street parades & various music festivals. He has worked with artists Merce Cunningham, Laurie Anderson, John Leguizamo, Philip Glass, Brian Eno, Tim Robbins & The Actors Gang, Taylor Mac, Patti Smith, Trisha Brown Dance Company, Bandaloop, Camille A Brown & Dancers, Abraham.In.Motion, Streb & Phantom Limb Company among many and on projects & tours in Australia, USA, Canada, Tunisia, Europe, Asia & South America. Rus was the Production Manager & Resident Lighting Designer at Oz Arts Inc in Nashville TN for 6 years and is honored to be working on *And So We Walked*. 
Natalie Hratko | Stage Manager

Nathanael Brown | Video and Audio Supervisor
Nathanael Brown is a New York/New Jersey based Sound Designer and Engineer that has designed and engineered shows at Cherry Lane Theatre (NY), The Tank (NY), and Alexander Kasser Theater (NJ). He has done work with the Great River Shakespeare Festival in Winnona Minnesota as well. He is happy to be working on a show with such a passionate team and a passionate message.

Nita Mendoza | Lighting Supervisor
Nita Mendoza is based in the Los Angeles area and earned her Masters Degree in Drama, Lighting Design from the University of California, Irvine. As a lighting designer, her most recent credits include American Mariachi in Arkansas with TheatreSquared, Guadalupe in the Guest Room in Colorado Springs with the Colorado Spring Fine Arts Center, and Mother of God at the University of California, Irvine. Nita was also fortunate enough to be on the lighting team as assistant lighting designer for Murder for Two with Center REPeratory Theatre in Walnut Creek, CA as well as Ladies that premiered in Pasadena, CA with the Boston Court Theatre. Originally from El Paso, TX, Nita is passionate about her Latinx culture and takes every opportunity to collaborate and share stories of underrepresented communities.
**Octopus Theatricals (Producer)**

Octopus Theatricals (Producer) Founded by creative producer Mara Isaacs, Octopus Theatricals collaborates with artists and organizations to foster an expansive range of compelling theatrical works for local and global audiences. Current projects include: Hadestown by Anaïs Mitchell (Broadway, 8 Tony Awards including Best Musical; Grammy Award, Best Musical Theater Album); Gabriel Byrne’s Walking with Ghosts (Broadway); Goddess created by Saheem Ali, Jocelyn Bioh and Michael Thurber; Bhangin’ It by Rehana Lew Mirza, Mike Lew and Sam Willmott; Dreaming Zenzile by Somi Kakoma; (... Iphigenia), a new opera by Wayne Shorter and Esperanza Spalding; In The Same Tongue created by choreographer Dianne McIntyre with music by Diedre Murray; The Social! Dance Club conceived by Steven Hoggett, Christine Jones & David Byrne; And So We Walked by DeLanna Studi; Theatre for One (in person and virtual) and many more. Octopus Theatricals is also home to the Producer Hub, an online resource supporting independent producers in the experimental and performing arts sectors.

[www.Octopustheatricals.com](http://www.Octopustheatricals.com)

**Indigenous Performance Productions**

Indigenous Performance Productions is a by/for Indigenous artists booking and production corporation with the mission to produce, promote, present, manage and advance education around Indigenous performing arts and artists. Through all original Indigenous productions and Indigenous storytelling through live performance and outreach, IPP works to replace stories written and told about Indigenous people with stories told by Indigenous people. IPP is the only organization of its kind across Turtle Island.

**Thomas S. Kenan Institute**

The Thomas S. Kenan Institute for the Arts is a creative catalyst that encourages and supports the exploration and development of new knowledge to transform the way artists, organizations, and communities’ approach creative challenges. The Kenan Institute believes that artists can contribute their creative ideas, visionary leadership, and novel strategies to strengthen our culture, build business, and generate innovative ideas.

*The actor and stage manager in this production are members of Actor’s Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States.*
Delanna Studi, Cherokee artist and winner of the 2016 Butcher Scholar Award from The Autry Museum of the American West, has written *And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears*, a frank, heartwarming and inspiring story about a contemporary Cherokee woman and her father who embark on an incredible 900-mile journey along the Trail of Tears to truly understand her own identity and the conflicts of her nation. The six-week journey retraces the path her great-great grandparents took in the 1830’s during the forced relocation of 17,000 Cherokee from their homelands. *And So We Walked* is a powerful, multi-faceted dramatic memoir that draws on extraordinary interviews, historical research, and the artist’s personal experience to convey the complexities and conflicts with which the Cherokee wrestle.
PROJECT TO DATE

- Initial research and partner development, Western North Carolina, Tennessee and Oklahoma, Summer, 2014.

- Ms. Studi traveled along the Trail of Tears with her father, a Cherokee elder and native speaker, working in partnership with dozens of community organizations, they hosted workshops and storytelling circles at significant sites along the trail, Summer, 2015.

- Working alongside the Kenan Institute's Executive Director Corey Madden, Studi began shaping the stories she documented into an original dramatic work, titled *And So We Walked*

- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Process Series November dedicated to the development of new and significant works in the performing arts, Chapel Hill, NC, November 13-14, 2015

- Autry National Center, Selected as part of the Native Voices at the Autry Retreat and Festival of New Plays, Los Angeles, CA, 2016,

- Artist Residency, The Native American Theatre Project, a three-week long creative co-laboratory- presented in Cherokee with support from the Cherokee Preservation Foundation, July 18-August 16, 2016

- Triad Stage at Hanesbrands Theatre, Winston-Salem, NC, April 22-30 2017

- Brown Trinity Rep, The Native American Cultural Center, Providence, RI, November 29-Dec. 10, 2017

- Portland Center Stage at the Armory, Portland, Oregon, March 31-May 13 2018

- Yale Indigenous Performing Arts Program, New Haven, CT, January 9, 2019

- The Lensic Performing Arts Center, Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 23, 2019

- Indiana Repertory Theatre, Indianapolis, IN, October 15-November 10, 2019

- Weidner Center for The Performing Arts, Green Bay, WI, November 14-16, 2019

- Carthage International Theatre Days Festival, Tunis, Tunisia, December 7-15, 2019

- Hopkins Center for The Arts at Dartmouth, Hop Presents Series, Hanover, NH, Jan 10, 2020

- Arizona State University Kerr Cultural Center, Scottsdale, AZ, Jan 17, 2020

- Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY, May 11, 2021

- Minetta Lane Theatre, Off-Broadway Debut, New York, NY, October 2021
AWARDS & FUNDING

- The project received a grant from the Cherokee Preservation Foundation in Cherokee, NC to bring performers and leaders of two of the country’s most important Native American theaters together (Unto These Hills of Cherokee, NC and Native Voices of Los Angeles, CA) along with drama faculty from the University of North Carolina School of the Arts (UNCSA) to strengthen artistry and share best practices in a three-week long “creative co-laboratory” that took place in Summer 2016.

- The MAP Fund awarded And So We Walked funding in 2016 to stage performances of the play at Triad Stage, the American Indian Center and PlayMakers Repertory in 2017.

- The Autry Museum of the American West presented DeLanna Studi with the 2016 Butcher Scholar Award, which supports innovative projects that promise to deepen our understanding of the history of diverse women in the historical and contemporary American West.

MARKETING PHOTOS

- Set 1 Photos available at Google Drive: ASWW Marketing Photo Library

Photo Credit Key
BVP is Bert VanderVeen
ODP is Owens Daniels Photography
NC is Norman Coates

USEFUL LINKS

- And So We Walked Short Documentary
- And So We Walked Website
- And So We Walked on Facebook
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EXCERPT FROM THE END OF ACT ONE

And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey along the Trail of Tears
by DeLanna Studi

DELANNA
My dad, Emily and I head out just after dusk for another of my father’s social engagements. Attending the local Stomp Dance. True, I had been hoping my father’s Cherokee-ness would lend me credibility, but I had no idea his popularity would crowd my production calendar. Still, tonight, I am trying to be receptive. As we drive deep into the woods and up a mountain, my dad tells Emily:

DAD
The Ga-ti-yo, Stomp Dance, is a sacred event. Up until 1979, it was illegal for us to practice our religion, our songs, our dances, but we did anyway. We hid out in the hills and we kept the old ways. During the Trail of Tears, the Cherokees who were removed carried the embers of the First Fire to Oklahoma. One hundred and fifty years later, my Cousin John and some others brought that fire back here from Oklahoma. Tonight, we are going to the late Walker Calhoun’s stomp grounds, one of the Ga-ti-yo where the fire was returned.

EMILY
Wow. He walked all the way back with the fire? Walked?

DAD
Walked? He drove it back in his pickup.

DELANNA
And then my father’s laughter rocks our SUV. I see that mischievous glimmer and I know he’s excited. The directions lead us to a small house, perched on the side of a mountain. We have never formally met any of the dozen or so people gathered, but they are family of the late Walker Calhoun, one of the greatest culture bearers of the Cherokee.

I won’t lie. I’m ready for another Cherokee Inquisition like my meeting with the Cherokee Official... But instead...

An elderly woman named Ida says, “Miss Studi! Welcome. We were hoping you would make it.”

We are whisked inside like long-lost family. Dinner is waiting on the table prepared by the women in traditional pot-luck style. The women are seated at one table, the men at another. My father takes his place among the silent men, assuming the stance that I identify only belonging to a Cherokee man: arms folded across the chest, relaxed mouth Not a frown, but not exactly a smile either. Emily and I are invited to sit with the women who are in the midst of a hushed conversation.

IDA
Annette’s girl? Well... they released her from the hospital and into our rehab facility, but if she doesn’t want to stay there, we can’t make her.
A woman named Twila shakes her head and says...

That’s a shame. She’s so young. 17.

Well, I’ve planted a bug in many a councilman’s ear. Hopefully one will listen.

We’ll see. If not, another election is coming up.

I chirp up. Have either of you thought about running for council?

Run for council? I don’t want to participate in the political mud-slinging. Besides I have more power right here. Planting my bugs. That’s how things get done.

The men may be the representatives, but we know who’s really in charge.

We finish our meals and clean the kitchen. “You ladies need help?” a round-bellied man named Bob asks.

Get out of our kitchen. We’re bonding in here.

I want to bond, to join in with all the women’s laughter, but my mind is elsewhere. Could I ever become a real leader? Do I have that in me? Right now I feel like I am failing to live up to those qualities that make Idaa quiet force to be reckoned with.

It’s time. Let’s go to water.

I didn’t grow up going to water. In fact, I wasn’t sure what it was until a few years ago. I was visiting John, one of my Cherokee friends in Wisconsin, and we had walked down to the Green Bay.

Let’s go to water.

Ummm. I don’t think we should get into the water.
JOHN
You’ve never gone to water? You’re Cherokee and you’ve never gone to water? We won’t be getting in the water. We just kneel down beside it and do this.

DELANNA
He scoops up a handful of water over his face. Four times.

(to John)
That’s going to water? That’s how we wash our face. Every morning. Ice cold water. Four times.

JOHN
Well, that’s going to water.

DELANNA
My dad never told me that.

JOHN
He was forced to go to a BIA boarding school, right? He probably had to hide that he was keeping tradition. You can’t get in trouble for washing your face.

DELANNA
Twila’s voice brings me back.

TWILA
You ladies aren’t on your moons, are you? Your cycle?

EMILY
No, why? Does that make us unclean?

TWILA
(gently laughs) It makes you more powerful than any medicine. Going to water is like smudging yourself with sage or cedar but with water. Some people do hands, feet, heart, head. Four or seven times. Your choice. But four OR seven. Those are sacred. We cleanse ourselves before we step on the grounds. If you want to say a prayer, well, that’s between you and the Creator.

DELANNA
We crouch next to a mountain stream- water cascades down. The water’s ice cold and as blue as blue could be!

TWILA
This stream comes down from Medicine Lake. Stories say when Yona (Bear) was wounded he made his way to Medicine Lake. He jumped in and swam across. When he crawled out on the other side, his wounds were healed.

DELANNA
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Then Twila pulls out two broom-skirts from her bag.

**TWILA**

Put these on.

**DELANNA**

Night has fallen as Twila leads us silently down a trail towards the stomp grounds. We walk single file in the shadow of tall trees with only the sound of the stream following us. Though, I can’t see the grounds yet, I smell the smoke. Here I am. At the foot of the Mountain that is home to Medicine Lake with the smell of the First Fire greeting me! We reach a grassy clearing and I can see foothills and the valley where Cherokee is below, lit by the full moon. I turn and look towards the stomp grounds and see lightening bugs dancing in the trees. I feel all my ancestors beside me and I wonder how I could ever feel lonely again. And I know without looking that my father is right there beside me.

**DAD**

It’s beautiful. I wish I could bring our whole family here. C’mon. Let’s see if this stomp is different from backhome.

**DELANNA**

We follow the inviting aroma of burning oak. We enter the circular arbor, which sits in a grassy field. Out of the seven clans of the Cherokee, we sit with the clan of our host, The Deer Clan. We are guests after all. If I were home, I would sit with my father’s clan. Since we’re matrilineal and my mother is white, I am a woman without clan. I will always be a guest. I don’t belong. As we sit down on a wooden bench, our neighbor is a handsome young man in a trade shirt. He approaches my father.

**SAM**

I’m Sam. Is this your first time to the stomp grounds?

**DELANNA**

Dad, arms folded, looking just past Sam says:

**DAD**

Yes.

**SAM**

I came for the first time two weeks ago. Have you stomped before?

**DAD**

Yes.

**DELANNA**

My dad. What a charmer.

**SAM**

Do you guys live here in Qualla Boundary?
And So We Walked

DAD
No.

DELANNA
Seriously, how does my dad ever make friends?

(to Sam)

We’re from Oklahoma.

SAM
Oh, Oklahoma Cherokee?

DELANNA
My dad grunts this time.

(to Sam)

Yes. We’re Cherokee Nation.

SAM
(focused on Dad)
I’m part Cherokee... not enrolled, but I’m trying to find out my ancestry. I’m doing some interpretive work for the National Park Service over in Tennessee...at Red Clay...you know the Blue Hole? I’ll gladly give you a private tour, sir. Just let me know.

DAD
Thanks.

(to DeLanna)

Lanna, give him my number.

DELANNA
You probably thought my dad didn’t like Sam. Of course, my dad likes him. Sam was just like his children, like me. A young person of Cherokee descent trying to find his place in the world. Trying to walk that thin line between the traditional and the modern. Trying to prove something to ourselves that can’t really be proven. Something that lies in our very bones, our blood memory.

We sit side-by-side listening as the ceremony begins: the fire crackling, the men singing, the women’s turtleshells rattling, the laughter. Fireflies, our own private sentinels, skirt around the sacred circle, never entering. The beat of the water drum guides us and we dance as if we know instinctually all the steps. Even Sam joins in, but my father does not. He says his knee is hurting, but I know he is content taking in the...
sights and smells. And I realize standing here, tonight with my dad at a stomp grounds that had ties to my family, we both know. We belong.

We are a thousand miles away from Oklahoma, but we are home.
KEY PRODUCING PARTNERS

Octopus Theatricals  
Thomas S. Kenan Institute for the Arts - UNCSA  
Indigenous Performance Productions

PROJECT PARTNERS

Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians
visitcherokeenc.com/eastern-band-of-the-cherokee (government website is under construction)

The Qualla Boundary is the home of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians. Cherokee people do not live on a reservation, which is land given to a native American tribe by the federal government. Instead, in the 1800’s, the tribal members purchased 57,000 acres of property. This land, called the Qualla Boundary, is owned by the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians and kept in trust by the federal government. Their government website is under construction.

National Trail of Tears Association - The Trail of Tears Association (TOTA)
nationaltota.org

A non-profit, membership organization formed in 1993 to support the creation, development, and interpretation of the Trail of Tears National Historic Trail. In 1993, the Association entered into a cooperative agreement with the National Park Service (NPS) to promote and engage in the protection and preservation of Trail of Tears National Historic Trail resources; to promote awareness of the Trail's legacy, including the effects of the U.S. Government's Indian Removal Policy on the Cherokees and other tribes (primarily the Chickasaw, Choctaw, Muscogee Creek, and Seminole); and to perpetuate the management and development techniques that are consistent with the National Park Service's trail plan.

The Museum of the Cherokee Indian
cherokeemuseum.org

To perpetuate the history, culture and stories of the Cherokee People

Autry Museum of the American West
theautry.org

The Autry brings together the stories of all peoples of the American West, connecting the past with the present to inspire our shared future.

Native Voices Theatre
theautry.org/native-voices/theatre-native-voices

Native Voices at the Autry is the country’s only Equity theatre company dedicated exclusively to producing new works by Native American, Alaska Native, and First Nations playwrights.
Center for the Study of the American South
south.unc.edu/

The Center for the Study of the American South serves UNC – Chapel Hill & the community through research, scholarship, lectures, conferences, and arts events. Extending the University’s historic role as a leader in regional service and scholarship, our diverse programs reflect our commitment to strong research and scholarship on the history, contemporary experience, diverse cultures, and global contextof the South.

American Indian Center at UNC – Chapel Hill
americanindiancenter.unc.edu/

Bridging the richness of American Indian cultures with the strengths of UNC-Chapel Hill research, education and service.

Process Series at UNC – Chapel Hill
processseries.unc.edu/

The Process Series at UNC - Chapel Hill is dedicated to the development of new and significant works in the performing arts. The Process Series features professionally mounted, developmental presentations of new works in progress. The mission of the Series is to illuminate the ways in which artistic ideas take form, to examine the creative process, to offer audiences the opportunity to follow artists and performers as they explore and discover and by so doing to enrich the development process for artists with the ultimate goal of better art and a closer relationship between artists and audiences.

PlayMakers Repertory – Chapel Hill
www.playmakersrep.org/

PlayMakers is the professional theater company in residence at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. PlayMakers Repertory Company is the successor of the Carolina Playmakers and is named after the Historic Playmakers Theatre. PlayMakers was founded in 1976 and is affiliated with the Dramatic and performing arts at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Triad Stage – Greensboro, NC
triadstage.org/

Triad Stage is a professional not-for-profit live theater based in downtown Greensboro, North Carolina.

Map Fund – New York, NY
mapfundblog.org

The MAP Fund is founded on the principle that exploration drives human progress, no less in art than in science or medicine. MAP supports original live performance projects that embody a spirit of deepinquiry.
Why Three Premieres in Oregon Are A Sign of The Times-And A Long Time Coming
American Theatre Cover Story, March 20, 2018

This doesn’t happen every season: In Oregon this April, you can see three new plays by Native women produced at major resident theatres. Larissa FastHorse’s The Thanksgiving Play will be performed at Artists Repertory Theatre April 1-29; Delanna Studi’s And So We Walked will be up at Portland Center Stage at the Armory March 31-May 13; and Mary Kathryn Nagle’s Manahatta opens at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival March 28 and runs through Oct. 27. If you stop through Portland on your way to or from Ashland in April, you could see all three in one trip.

While the timing of this convergence is unique, FastHorse (Sicangu Lakota), Nagle (Cherokee), and Studi (Cherokee) are in no way new to the American theatre. They’ve made it this far because of their creativity, their community and ancestral support, and their unflinching belief that Native stories matter and will be told. Also: Their plays are really good. They vary widely in genre, as do the origins of each story. Each play has the ability to make you laugh and open your eyes to see the world around you in unexpected ways.

CLICK TO READ FULL REVIEW
A new play directed by University of North Carolina School of the Arts (UNCSA) alumna and Thomas S. Kenan Institute for the Arts Executive Director Corey Madden is garnering national attention as part of a movement toward inclusivity in the American theater.

DeLanna Studi’s powerful memoir play “And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears,” is inspired by the story of a contemporary Cherokee woman who embarks on a six-week, 900-mile journey along the Trail of Tears to understand her own identity and the conflicts of her nation. Featuring a UNCSA-based creative team, the play runs through May 13 at Portland Center Stage in Portland, Ore.

When DeLanna Studi was in elementary school, she told her class in Oklahoma that she was an Indian, and her teacher replied that Indians were extinct. About 2,000 miles away but around the same time, I was sitting in a similar classroom learning about Manifest Destiny, the idea that God wanted white people to expand their dominion and spread capitalism and democracy across North America.

This is what stayed in my mind as I watched AND SO WE WALKED, Studi’s one-woman show now playing at Portland Center Stage, and it has stuck around since -- the fact that the elementary school history curriculum in the 1980s taught me how special my people are and taught Studi that her people no longer exist.

DeLanna Studi has a powerful story to tell. She currently is telling it on the stage of the Ellyn Bye Studio at Portland Center Stage at The Armory. The 41-year-old actress/playwright has written and performs And So We Walked, An Artist’s Journey along the Trail of Tears.

Studi is Cherokee. Actually, her mother is white, but within the Cherokee Nation, if you are any part Cherokee, you’re Cherokee. “My grandmothers speak to me in my dreams,” says Studi. And some time back, after some grandmotherly intervention and soul searching, Studi invited her father to join her in her journey along the historic Cherokee Trail of Tears, a 900-mile route stretching from their tribe’s ancestral land in North Carolina to Oklahoma. The journey was life-changing for both of them.
In *And So We Walked* playwright and performer DeLanna Studi recounts an early memory. The child of a white mother and Cherokee father, her father once told her, "You will be a bridge between your mother's people and mine." Instead, she tells us, she's more of an island between two shores.

*And So We Walked* is Studi's first play. It's getting its premiere at Portland Center Stage, where she recently starred in *Astoria*. Throughout the autobiographical performance, Studi explores her relationship with her father and her Cherokee heritage. This culminates in a six-week, 900-mile trip along the Trail of Tears that she persuades her father to take with her.

**CLICK TO READ FULL REVIEW**

"*And So We Walked*” Relates a Voyage of Discovery
Winston-Salem Journal Review, April 24, 2017

Triad Stage and Hanesbrands Theatre hosted a world premiere Saturday night in downtown Winston-Salem. The result of four years of work, research and experiences, the one-woman story “*And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey along the Trail of Tears*” gave voice to a contemporary vision of the Cherokee people’s journey.

**CLICK TO READ FULL REVIEW**

**Behind the Scenes: “And So We Walked”**
Thomas S. Kenan Institute for The Arts, April 19, 2017

With Opening Night only a few weeks away, DeLanna Studi’s time in the rehearsal room is becoming more precious by the minute. But on this Wednesday afternoon in early April, the star of the show cannot stop the tears from flowing.

For the Cherokee actress who created “*And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears,*” this scene is as personal as it gets. She’s just discovered the homeplace of her ancestors in western North Carolina, the land by the Hiwassee River where her family thrived generations ago, before they were forced to relocate to Oklahoma. The government later would build a dam on the old tribal land.

**CLICK TO READ THE REVIEW**

*And So We Walked* Press Kit
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An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears:  
Actor’s Dream Being Realized, One Step at a Time

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. – Cherokee actress and writer DeLanna Studi dreamed of one day following the footsteps her ancestors were forced to travel along The Trail of Tears and then finding a way to share their tragic yet triumphant legacy with audiences around the country.

Now Studi is realizing that dream, with key support from the Kenan Institute for the Arts at the University of North Carolina School of the Arts and other cultural partners.

This summer, Studi embarked on a six-week journey to retrace the path her great-great-grandparents took during the forced relocation of more than 16,000 Cherokee from their homelands in the 1830s. As many as 6,000 perished along the way.

Accompanied by a documentarian and her father Thomas, a full-blooded Cherokee who speaks the language, Studi began the modern-day journey at her ancestral homestead in Murphy, North Carolina, which she discovered while doing research for the creative project a year earlier. Working in partnership with dozens of community organizations, they hosted workshops and storytelling circles at significant sites along the trail.

This fall, working alongside Kenan Executive Director Corey Madden, Studi began shaping the stories she documented into an original dramatic work, titled “And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears.”

“We sat on the ground where they walked,” she says of the experience. “And in some cases, we walked on the ground where they died. I thought I would need Dad to lift me up. But just by having my father there, I was a lot stronger than I would have been.”

The feeling was mutual, says Thomas Studie, a retired machinist. “She kept me going. It was just heartbreaking to see where they went, coming down this way,” he recalls. “You could still see the wagon tracks.”

Madden, an award-winning writer and director with 25 years of experience in new play development, is directing Studi’s performance in partnership with the Center for the Study of the American South at UNC-Chapel Hill, the Southern Oral History Program and the American Indian Center.
“I found myself standing next to someone who is a living example of a decision that wasn’t under their control,” recalls Madden, who joined Studi and her team on parts of the trail. “DeLanna’s ancestors were imprisoned, held all winter, not fed, then forced to walk to Oklahoma.”

“It’s a piece of art making,” she adds, “but it also is a piece of civic engagement.”

**Growing up, far from home**

Studi grew up in rural Oklahoma, where she did projects about the Trail of Tears as a child.

“For me, our lives began in Oklahoma,” she says. “But I was always fascinated with knowing where we came from before the trail.”

What Studi learned about the plight of her ancestors as a schoolgirl didn’t jibe with the stories passed down among the generations of her people. “That’s usually what happens with history,” she notes. “The people writing it, they gloss over the accounts.”

During a difficult period in high school, Studi’s father encouraged his shy daughter to take drama, speech and debate classes, which fed an interest in acting. Although she originally studied to be an architect in college, she continued acting on the side and caught the eye of a director. He saw talent and pushed his student to pursue it.

With her parents’ permission, Studi headed to Los Angeles at age 22 with a list of five goals her father asked her to complete within a month: get an apartment, get a job, enroll in acting class, hold an Oscar and, yes, appear in a music video with 1990s alt-rock band The Smashing Pumpkins.

“I did all five in a month and I got to stay,” she says with a laugh. “My father believed that if something was meant to happen it would happen, you just had to put some energy into it. I’ve been in L.A. for over a decade now.”

A few years ago, the actress finally put her “dream project” on paper when she applied for a fellowship with the Oregon Shakespeare Festival. Her proposal: to walk the Trail of Tears with her father and collect stories along the way from native Cherokee culture bearers.

“It’s something I’ve always wanted to do,” she recalls. “As a native actor and artist, there is no formal schooling for us in traditional native theater. The way I would have to learn about the traditional storytelling techniques of my culture would be to go on the road and visit these culture bearers. Because most of them aren’t teaching at colleges.”

Studi didn’t win the fellowship. But soon after, she would meet Corey Madden. And a conversation between the two would change the course of their lives and their work.
Crossing paths
They met in 2013 on a project Madden co-wrote and directed in L.A. Studi auditioned for “Tales of the Old West” and won a role.

After a grueling rehearsal one day, the two went out for a bite to eat, Studi recalls. “Out of nowhere, she asked, ‘So what is your dream project?’ I told her about it and she said, ‘Oh, that sounds amazing.’”

Studi’s proposal resonated with Madden. So much so that six months later, after moving across country to take a job as the Executive Director of the Kenan Institute for the Arts in Winston-Salem, Madden reached out to the actress again. Madden continues to work as an artist as part of her creative research activities for UNCSA. And the Institute receives funding each year to promote creative leadership and innovation in the arts.

“Are you still interested?” the director asked.

“Of course,” the actress answered.

Finding family
The following July, 2014, the two embarked on a Kenan-funded research expedition to the town of Cherokee in search of Studi’s ancestral roots. Officials at the Museum of the Cherokee Indians opened the archives to Studi, and what she discovered among the documents was “equally fascinating and horrifying at the same time.”

The actress remembers a defining moment that would solidify her dream project:

“There was an anthropologist who had found these maps showing where the Army did surveillance on the Cherokee families in that area. They were appraising the properties to find out how easy would it be to remove these families quickly….

“I blindly reach for a black binder. I am looking at detailed excavations of two homesteads — they went through their trash to find out what the families were like. The family I was looking at was one of the wealthiest in the area — they had matching dishes, a beautiful beaded earring, peacock bones at this homestead. So we flip to the front of the page and it was my family. There were 30,000 pages, binders upon binders, and that’s the one I opened to.”

From there, the two traveled to Murphy and found where the homestead once stood along the Hiwassee River. “I felt the joy and excitement of actually being able to go home again,” Studi remembers. “I also felt the sadness and anger and bitterness because this was no longer our land.”

She wondered aloud: What would life had been like for her family had the Trail of Tears never happened?
Supporting the making of art
Studi’s dream project has garnered support from more than half a dozen native American and cultural institutions.

Most recently, the Kenan Institute and the Cherokee Historical Association received a Cherokee Preservation Foundation grant to fund a three-week “creative co-laboratory” in Cherokee in the summer of 2016. The project will bring together performers and leaders of two of the country’s most important Native American theaters — North Carolina’s renowned outdoor drama Unto These Hills and L.A.’s Native Voices at the Autry National Center — with faculty from UNCSA to share best practices.

Studi plans to return to Cherokee during that time to present a free public performance of “And So We Walked.”

For Madden, it’s a way to give back to the Cherokee people and the performers in “Unto These Hills.”

“A potter can sell a pot all year long. An actor in that community only has a summer season. In the winter, everyone is out of work,” she says. “If you could change the circumstances so the actors in Cherokee could be in TV shows or movies or theater projects in the Southeast, that could make a real difference for them.”
The Thomas S. Kenan Institute for the Arts and the Cherokee Historical Association Announce Native American Theatre Project in Cherokee

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. (JUNE 27, 2016) – The Thomas S. Kenan Institute for the Arts at the University of North Carolina School of the Arts (UNCSA) and the Cherokee Historical Association will launch the Native American Theatre Project, a three-week “creative co-laboratory” in Cherokee, North Carolina beginning on July 18 and concluding on August 6, with support from the Cherokee Preservation Foundation.

As part of the project, Cherokee artist DeLanna Studi and co-laboratory faculty will host a storytelling workshop 10 a.m.-3 p.m. on Saturday, July 23 at the Museum of the Cherokee Indian. The workshop is free and open to the public and is designed to introduce community members to creative processes to help contemporary Cherokee people to tell their own stories.

The Native American Theatre Project is a professional and creative development intensive that will bring performers, artists and leaders of two of the country’s most important Native American theaters — North Carolina’s renowned outdoor drama Unto These Hills and Native Voices at the Autry National Center in Los Angeles. In addition, the project will help towards enhancing the artistry of the production of Unto These Hills.

Studi is currently completing And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears, a dramatic retelling of her six-week journey to retrace the path her great-great-grandparents took during the forced relocation of more than 16,000 Cherokee from their homelands in the 1830s. As many as 6,000 people perished along the Trail of Tears.

Accompanied by a documentarian and her father, Thomas, a full-blooded Cherokee, Studi undertook the journey in the summer of 2015, partnering with dozens of community organizations and hosting workshops and storytelling circles at significant sites along the trail to explore the impact of the Cherokee removal on the people and their communities.

Corey Madden, executive director of the Kenan Institute as well as an award-winning writer and director with 25 years of experience in new play development, is directing and producing the play.

Madden believes the creative partnership with the Cherokee Historical Association, which seeks to facilitate opportunities for Cherokee artists to improve their skills so they can improve their quality of life, will increase the visibility of the Institute and UNCSA across North Carolina and...
the United States and places the groups at the forefront of diversity and inclusion work in the arts and arts education.

Madden said the creative co-laboratory is a way to give back to the Cherokee people who helped Studi and her team conduct research for And So We Walked.

“A potter can sell a pot all year long. An actor in that community only has a summer season. In the winter, everyone is out of work,” Madden said. “If you could change the circumstances so the actors in Cherokee could be in TV shows or movies or theater projects in the Southeast, that could make a real difference for them.”

The Kenan Institute for the Arts is a creative catalyst that encourages and supports the exploration and development of new knowledge to transform the way artists, organizations and communities approach their creative challenges. And So We Walked and the Native American Theatre Project are part of the Institute’s Arts and Society initiative, which is dedicated to demonstrating the value and impact of the arts in society. For more information, visit uncsa.edu/kenan.

The Cherokee Historical Association, a non-profit organization, was founded in 1948 and is located in the heart of the Cherokee Cultural District with a mission to perpetuate and preserve the history and culture of the Cherokee People. Their mission is accomplished through the operation of two cultural attractions; the Oconaluftee Indian Village living history site and the renowned outdoor drama Unto These Hills.

Debuting in 1950, Unto These Hills has been performed for more than six million visitors in its 60+ years of operation. From the first contact with Europeans to the infamous and tragic Trail of Tears, Unto These Hills tells the triumphant story of the Cherokee through the eons.

The Oconaluftee Indian Village is more than just a place. It is also a time: Ancient Cherokee, transporting you back to a living, working Cherokee Village of the 18th Century. Here, centuries old techniques for survival have been passed down from generation to generation and preserved in this living history site.

For more information about Unto These Hills and the Oconaluftee Indian Village, please visit www.visitcherokeenc.com.

###
Fostering Collaboration: Partnership empowers Cherokee Creative Community

CHEROKEE, N.C. (SEPTEMBER 27, 2016) – It’s late on a Friday afternoon at the Museum of the Cherokee Indian in Cherokee, North Carolina, and the artists gathered in the rehearsal room are about to bare their souls. At least that’s what it feels like in the room.

But first, Cherokee actress and writer DeLanna Studi asks everyone to remember the words of the renowned playwright Samuel Beckett, which are printed on a large white board up front:

*Ever tried. Ever failed.*

*No matter. Try again.*

*Fail again. Fail better.*

“I want you guys to go bigger — I want you to fill this space with your beautiful voice, your being, your intention,” Studi says. “If you think you went a 10 last time, I want you to go a 20. And I have seen you guys on stage, so I know you can do it.”

One by one, the actors, storytellers and musicians taking part in the professional-development workshop run through the traditional Cherokee stories they’ve been adapting and modernizing all week. And to much laughter and applause from their peers, each one takes Samuel Beckett’s words to heart.

Studi, who has been planning for this day for nearly a year, beams like a proud mother. It’s been a productive week in the room, this communal space where creative learning thrives.

Performances like these are the result of the Native American Theatre Project, a three-week “creative co-laboratory” that has brought together artists and leaders from two of the country’s most important Native American theatres — Unto These Hills of Cherokee and Native Voices of Los Angeles, California — to share best practices on the art and business of acting.

Sponsored by the Thomas S. Kenan Institute for the Arts at the University of North Carolina School of the Arts and the Cherokee Historical Association, with support from the Cherokee Preservation Foundation, the project seeks to strengthen Cherokee artistry in North Carolina and nationally. It is an ambitious goal, but with modest beginnings.
The partnership is the brainchild of Studi and Corey Madden, who met several years ago while working on a play in L.A., where both theatre artists were based at the time. Only later, after Madden wrapped up a 30-year career in new play development and moved across the country to become Executive Director of the Kenan Institute, would their paths cross again, this time to collaborate on Studi’s dream project: “And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears.”

Written and performed by Studi, “And So We Walked” is the frank and funny story of a contemporary Cherokee woman who embarks on a six-week, 900-mile journey with her father to retrace the steps their ancestors were forced to travel along the Trail of Tears. Directed and produced by Madden, the dramatic memoir is shaped from the stories father and daughter documented during their travels last summer from their ancestral home in the North Carolina mountains to Oklahoma, where their family was forced to relocate in the 1800s.

For Studi and Madden, the Co-lab is a way to give back to members of the Cherokee community who welcomed them with open arms two years ago during the research phase of Studi’s project. In addition to teaching at the workshop, Studi performed a free reading of excerpts from “And So We Walked” one evening for the community whose stories helped her create the work.

“No one ever came to my small town in Oklahoma and said, ‘This is a career option — you can be an actor, a storyteller, a musician,’” Studi says. “For me, this is a dream come true. And every day I am just grateful to be in the room and see what these students bring. And every day my expectations are exceeded.”

Studi credits her parents for teaching her the importance of giving back, no matter your wealth or circumstances in life.

“It’s just ingrained in me — for every good thing that comes your way, you give back to someone,” she explains. “In my family, we grew up impoverished. I learned that wealth wasn’t measured by how much you had. We defined wealth by how much you can share — a meal, a cup of coffee, the gift of time, the gift of attention and support.”

Giving back is equally as important to Madden, an award-winning writer, director and producer of more than 300 world premieres. In fact, she feels it is her duty. And opportunities like the Co-lab are key to the mission of both the Kenan Institute and UNCSA to help strengthen creative communities in North Carolina, Madden says.

“Cherokee is remarkable — it has this incredible creative community. If we can help them identify what they need, and we can connect them to resources and help them build their capacity,” she says, “they can create a self-sustaining way of life that celebrates their core cultural traditions on the one hand, but is also culturally growing. It’s alive, rather than an artifact. So it’s both.

“How many storytellers are there? Not enough. How many outlets are there for those storytellers? Not enough. How plugged in are they to the new forms of technology? Not enough. So the question becomes: How can you make this place not only a mecca, but a
beacon, so that you don’t have to leave Cherokee to be a worldwide artist these days?”

Many of the 10 workshop participants, ranging in age from 21 to 61, are performers in “Unto These Hills,” one of the nation’s foremost outdoor dramas for more than half a century. Among the challenges they face is a lack of access to professional-development opportunities in performance and creative practices that can expand their artistic potential.

Each weekday afternoon during the workshop, they’ve gathered to study improvisation and movement, voice and text analysis, and acting and performance skills with Studi and two other L.A.-based professional actors. Mary Irwin, a voice and speech professor in the School of Drama at UNCSA, rounded out the teaching team.

They’ve also learned practical tips on topics ranging from how to prepare for a cold audition to how to effectively market themselves via social media.

For Sarah Elizabeth Burkey, a singer-songwriter of Cherokee descent who performs traditional roots music, the workshop couldn’t have come at a better time. Following the birth of her second son, she had decided to take a hiatus from work this summer as a performer and assistant music director with “Unto These Hills” to concentrate on being a mom.

“I didn’t even realize staying at home, being isolated, how much I was missing my creative work and writing and being around other creative people and having that stimulating interchange,” she says. “It’s turned out to really trigger my writing again — I’m just writing up a storm. As it turns out, being in this Co-lab is making me a happier person and a better mother.”

Burkey, 36, is currently at work on her fifth solo album as well as a book about her life journey. Yet, like so many artists, she still battles what she calls her “inner critic.”

“I’ve never been a part of anything like this. It’s been 14 years since I graduated from college,” she says. “It’s actually teaching me to believe in myself again and to quit putting my creative abilities on the back burner.”

Another bonus for Burkey: She’s made new friends with people who share a love for cultural storytelling.

Kathi Littlejohn, a native Cherokee and longtime storyteller in town, believes community-building is critical to the survival of the tribe’s cultural heritage. The elder in the workshop, she performs at the town’s frequent bonfires and at annual events like Cultural Heritage Week.

But she worries that many of the tribe’s storytellers are elderly. That’s why she encouraged her 21-year-old son, Justice, who has performed in the outdoor drama, to attend the workshop alongside her.

“These stories are probably 11,000 years old and they are still vital in our lives today and will be for the next 11,000 years,” Littlejohn says. “They’re important because they tell us how things came to be in the Cherokee world and how we should act as Cherokee people. If no one learns
them after we are gone, then it would be a loss that we could never recover.”

Felix Ortiz Cruz and Thao Nguyen, both performers in the outdoor drama, are trained actors drawn to the Co-lab because of the high caliber of training it offers.

“I met DeLanna and Corey last season when they were here, and they were so warm, so bright, so welcoming,” recalls Cruz, whose ancestors come from the Taino tribe of Puerto Rico. “I knew these two women really believed in what they were doing and knew I wanted to work with them in the future.”

“This is providing an opportunity for members of this community to do something they don’t regularly do,” adds Nguyen, who graduated from UNCSA in 2013 with a degree in vocal performance.

“The instructors are the finest in their craft and very skilled in what they do,” Nguyen says. “One of the big things is they individualized our time with the instructors. I told them what I needed and they supplied it.”

Cruz, whose plans include returning to Rutgers University this fall to finish his last year of studies, has found the Co-lab experience “invaluable.”

“It really has given me a lot of tools that I am actually able to translate into my professional career here in the drama — like the voice work and the storytelling techniques,” he explains.

That’s precisely what Jennifer Bobiwash and Robert Vestal had in mind when they agreed to join their friend Studi on the Co-lab teaching team. Both are members of the Native Voices ensemble in Los Angeles.

Vestal, a descendant of the Cherokee tribe on his father’s side, specializes in improvisation and acting.

“It’s gratifying to come in here and see the effects happen in such a short time,” he says. “It’s not the same for every student, but some have grown a lot in just a week.”

Bobiwash, whose session on social media was a big hit during the workshop, feels she learned as much from the students as they did from her. She hopes to one day return to her native Ojibwe community in Canada to do the same kind of teaching.

“It’s important just to show that there are other natives out there working — they see just a small sliver of them on TV,” she says.

“It’s showing them an opportunity to grow beyond the reservation, and not that they have to leave the reservation, but there is so much more that they can do from right here — they are brilliant people.”

Irwin concurs. “Seeing how far they came by that last presentation on Friday and how enthusi-
astically they were taking the training on board that we were all offering them was rewarding. I learned a great deal, too.”

Madden, for one, hopes this “unprecedented collaboration” in Cherokee continues beyond this summer. Indeed, there is already plenty of talk among this year’s workshop leaders about what the next phase could look like.

“These stories are very much in the hands of the Cherokee people — they are not lost,” Madden says. “The question is how do you connect them with a contemporary audience? Perhaps in three or four years this project will have created a group of leaders among the young Cherokee who can sustain the program itself and look for new ways for these stories to be shared.”

She also hopes the Kenan Institute and UNCSA can continue to take a leadership role in the work — not just training actors for the theatre but for the diverse communities of North Carolina and across the country.

“I’m proud of what we are doing.”

###
The Autry Announces 2016 Butcher Scholar Award

Cherokee writer, actor, and activist DeLanna Studi to receive $5,000 to support the development of her play, And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears

Los Angeles, CA (April 27, 2016)—The Autry Museum of the American West announces DeLanna Studi (Cherokee) as the winner of the 2016 Butcher Scholar Award, which supports innovative projects that promise to deepen our understanding of the history of diverse women in the historical and contemporary American West. The Autry selected Studi for And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears, a play she is developing to reveal the intergenerational impact of the Trail of Tears, a series of forced relocations of Native Americans following the Indian Removal Act of 1830.

“The Autry is thrilled to publicly recognize DeLanna’s talents, creativity, and dedication to exploring forgotten aspects of our shared American history. Her writing inspires us to take a deeper look at the Trail of Tears experience from a variety of community perspectives, truly connecting the past with the present to inspire our shared future,” said W. Richard West, Jr., the Autry’s President and CEO.

An award-winning actor and activist, Studi has served as the SAG-AFTRA Native Americans Committee National Chair and Assistant Field Director of The Cante Sica Foundation, a nonprofit organization dedicated to sharing the stories of individuals who experienced the American Indian Boarding School system. For Studi’s first play, And So We Walked: An Artist’s Journey Along the Trail of Tears, she has been traveling with her father, Thomas Studie (Cherokee), to collect oral histories along the trail’s Northern route. Her goal is to create a one-woman play that can travel to schools, theatres, and community centers.
across the United States.

Studi is a member of the Artists Ensemble for Native Voices at the Autry, the country’s only Equity theatre company dedicated exclusively to producing new works by Native American, Alaska Native, and First Nations playwrights. She will continue to develop her play during Native Voices’ 2016 Playwrights Retreat in May before presenting public readings of her script during the 2016 Festival of New Plays at the Autry on June 4 and at La Jolla Playhouse on June 8.

"From an early age, my father advised me that wherever I went in the world, I should always seek out the Natives in that community, and among them I would find home. Native Voices and the Autry have been that home for me in Hollywood by supporting, encouraging, and challenging me to pursue my dreams, including walking the Northern route of the Trail of Tears with my father and bringing that story to a wider audience," Studi said. "I am deeply honored to receive this award and will always be grateful to these important arts and cultural organizations that helped shape me as an actor, advocate, and Native American woman."

Additional project partners for And So We Walked: An Artist's Journey along the Trail of Tears include the Thomas S. Kenan Institute for the Arts, in partnership with the Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians; the American Indian Center and Center for the Study of the American South at University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill; Museum of the Cherokee Indian; National Trail of Tears Association; and Unto These Hills. As part of the 2016-2017 anniversary season of Triad Stage in North Carolina, And So We Walked: An Artist's Journey along the Trail of Tears will be presented April 19-30, 2017, at Hanesbrands Theatre in Winston Salem, North Carolina, produced in collaboration with the Arts and Society Initiative of the Thomas S. Kenan Institute for the Arts.

About the Butcher Scholar Award
Established in 2001, the Butcher Scholar Award provides up to $5,000 to support innovative projects that promise to deepen our understanding of the history of diverse women in the historical and contemporary American West. Honoring the vision, leadership, and generosity of Jane and Charlie Butcher, the Award has supported public historians, academic scholars, writers, and artists. Originally offered by the Women of the West Museum, the Award has been presented by the Autry since 2002, when the Autry merged with the Women of the West Museum.

About the Autry Museum of the American West
The Autry is a museum dedicated to exploring and sharing the stories, experiences, and perceptions of the diverse peoples of the American West, connecting the past to the present to inspire our shared future. The museum presents a wide range of exhibitions and public programs—including lectures, film, theatre, festivals, family events, and music—and performs scholarship, research, and educational outreach. The Autry’s collection of more than 500,000 pieces of art and artifacts includes the Southwest Museum of the American Indian Collection, one of the largest and most significant of Native American materials in the United States.

Hours
Museum and Autry Store:
Tuesday–Friday, 10:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

Crossroads West Cafe:
Tuesday–Friday, 10:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
The museum, store, and cafe are closed on Mondays. Visit TheAutry.org for more information.